Biographical Notes
Dr. Celerino Abad-Zapatero worked for more than twenty years in macromolecular crystallography for drug discovery at Abbott Laboratories and is
currently an adjunct professor at the Center for Pharmaceutical Biotechnology at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Not only is he a well-known
crystallographer, he is also (in the words of Wayne Hendrickson of Columbia
University) "a romantic and a visionary," whose keen observations and
cultural repertoire give him a unique insight into the interplay between
science and society and a keen understanding of how to bring science to the
layperson. Jill Campbell is a professional playwright and screenwriter whose
plays have been performed in Alaska, Chicago, Dublin, London, New Jersey,
and New York. She is an associate with Juggernaut Theatre Co., where she
facilitates a writing workshop, and a member of the NewShoe women's
theatre group in New York. Gregory Gerhard is a freelance director and
Associate Artist of Chicago Dramatists who has directed numerous theatrical
productions and staged readings, as well as several short films.

Bernal's Picasso

About the Production
This production derives from an original script entitled Picasso Meets
Crystallography written by Cele Abad-Zapatero. Working through Chicago
Dramatists, Cele connected with Gregory Gerhard and Jill Campbell, and
the three have collaborated to adapt the original concept into the present
production. In developing the project, they have also drawn on research
by art historian Linda D. Henderson at the University of Texas at Austin.

a staged reading

More information about the production and people, the inspiration for the
play, and Cele's suggestions for further reading, included other plays that
explore science and the arts, are at the 2008 Users Week web site
(www .aps.anl.gov/U sers/Meeting/2008/Picasso/).
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This project is partly supported by the American Crystallographic
Association, Bruker AXS Inc., the International Union of Crystallography,
Minarik Corporation, Princeton Instruments, Varian, Inc., and the following Collaborative Access Teams (CATs) of the Advanced Photon Source:
the Center for Advanced Radiation Sources of the University of Chicago
(CARS-CAT), Janet Smith on behalf of the General Medicine and Cancer
Institutes Collaborative Access Team (GM/CA-CAT), the Industrial
Macromolecular Crystallography Association (IMCA-CAT), Tom Irving
on behalf of the Biophysics Collaborative Access Team (BioCAT), and
SGX Pharmaceuticals (SGX-CAT).
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Bernal's Picasso
An Illustrated Play in One Act
by Cele Abad-Zapatero and Jill Campbell
Based on an original idea and script by Cele Abad-Zapatero
Directed by Gregory Gerhard

About the Historical Characters
Bernal's Picasso is based on the historical encounter between Picasso and
the crystallographer J.D. Bernal. The meeting of these two giants is memorialized in a unique artistic record: a mural left behind by Picasso at Bernal's
fiat at Birkbeck College on November 12, 1950. This mural, now installed at
the headquarters of the Wellcome Trust in London, is the centerpiece of the
play.
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Pablo Picasso (1881-1973): Spanish artist and one ofthe most widely recognized figures in twentieth-century art. Picasso is best known for co-founding
the Cubist movement.
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John D. Bernal (1901-1971): Charismatic crystallographer who together
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with W.L. Bragg, Dorothy Crowfoot, and others developed the techniques
of X-ray diffraction to be applied to biological materials. Bernal was well
known socially in England for his left-wing politics and social and peace
activism.
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Sir William lawrence Bragg (1890-1971): Director of the Royal Institution
in London. With his father, W.H. Bragg, he won the Nobel Prize in physics
in 1915 at the age of 25, making him the youngest person ever to win this
award. Bragg was a pioneer and world expert in the use of X-ray diffraction
for the determination of the atomic structure of matter.
Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768:....1830): Mathematician, physicist and

A social gathering in London: the unveiling of the Picasso mural at its
most recent location, the headquarters of the Well come Trust, on
January 14, 2008.

member of the French Academy of Sciences. His memoire or report to the
Academy discussing the transmission and distribution of heat in solid bodies
had a tremendous influence in the future development of physics and mathematics. The mathematical theory and description of crystallography as a
science is based on the mathematical ideas of Fourier.

Image/Sound Credits

Rosalind E. Franklin (1920-1958): An investigator of the highest caliber

Most of the images and music effects used in this staged reading come from
the previous readings of the original script. We acknowledge the creative
work and dedication of Aimee Egler, Yahira Baez, and Kelly Gay (images
and video); Jacqueline LaMarre (music and audio); Prof. Larry Falvello;
Silvia Russi (images); Judith Linacero (music); and Alicia Guasch
(production). We acknowledge the Pare Cientific de Barcelona for support.
The images of the art of Julian Voss Andreae are greatly appreciated.
Mural photo by Prof. Rex Palmer, Birkbeck College, London. Thanks to
Scott Pillsbury for audiovisual and tech cues.

who worked at King's College (London) for two years using X-ray diffraction to analyze fibers of DNA, the genetic material of all living organisms.
Her experimental results and data were critical for the elucidation of the
structure of DNA by James Watson and Francis Crick, which was published
in the scientific journal Nature in 1953. Her contribution, her character, and
personality have been the object of controversy ever since Watson's personal
account of this discovery (The Double Helix) was published in 1968. Her
untimely death from ovarian cancer in 1958 deprived her of the Nobel Prize
and the subsequent honors that poured over Nobel winners Watson, Crick,
and Maurice Wilkins.

SETTING

*Member of Actor's Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States.

